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Product dimensions and specifications are listed as a guide only. For complete installation instructions and specifications, refer to the product Use & Care Guide/Installation Instructions available at www.fisherpaykel.com

DIMENSIONS INCHES (MM)

CG363MLNGB1 CG363MLDNGB1

A  Overall width of cooktop 35 ½” (900) 35 ½” (900)

B  Overall depth of cooktop 16 ⅛” (410) 20 ⅞” (530)

C  Height of chassis (below top of counter) 3 ½” (89) 3 ½” (89)

D  Width of chassis 33 11⁄16” (856) 33 11⁄16” (856)

E  Depth of chassis 15 ⅛” (384) 18 ⅞” (480)

F  Overall height of product (including retracted dials/pan supports) 3 ¾” (96) 3 ¾” (96)

COOKSURFACE DIMENSIONS
CG363MLDNGB1, CG363MLNGB1
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1.888.936.7872

Product dimensions and specifications are listed as a guide only. For complete installation instructions and specifications, refer to the product Use & Care Guide/Installation Instructions available at www.fisherpaykel.com

DIMENSIONS INCHES (MM)

CG363MLNGB1 CG363MLDNGB1

A  Overall depth of cutout 15 ⅜” (390) 19 7⁄16” (494)

B Corner radius of cutout max. ⅜” (10) max. ⅜” (10)

C Overall width of cutout 34 1⁄16” (865) 34 1⁄16” (865)

D Min. clearance from left edge of product to nearest vertical surface 2 ⅜” (60) 2 ⅜” (60)

E Min. vertical distance between counter and cabinet extending above the counter 18” (457) 18” (457)

F Min. distance between overhead cabinets installed to either side of product 36” (915) 36” (915)

G Min. distance from front edge of counter to front edge of product 1 ¼” (32) 1 ¼” (32)

H Minimum clearance from rear edge of product to:
  nearest combustible surface 
  nearest non-combustible surface

1 ¼” (32) ½” (13)
less than 1 ¼” (32) less than ½” (13)

I  Minimum clearance from the glass surface to combustible surface centred 
above the cooking surface. 30” (762) 30” (762)

J   Min. clearance below top of countertop to: 
 nearest combustible surface 
 Fisher & Paykel oven or nearest non-combustible surface

4 ½” (115) 4 ½” (115)
4” (100) 4” (100)

K Minimum clearance from right edge of product to nearest vertical surface 3 ⅛” (80) 3 ⅛” (80)

L Distance from top of counter to center of gas inlet on product 2 ½ ” (64) 2 ½ ” (64)

M   Distance from edge of chassis to gas inlet on product 
(* CG363ML models only: If countertop thickness exceeds 2” (50 mm), additional cutout space will be required 
to accomodate the fi tted elbow).

¾” (20) ¾” (20)

Note: Ensure there is a grounded power outlet within 35½” (900 mm) of the center rear of the product. A suitable flexible hose must be used between 
the product gas inlet and the connector on the wall. The connector should be 25½”-29½” (650 - 750mm) above the floor and towards the left-hand 
end of the product. It should be accessible with the product installed.

COOKSURFACE CABINET DIMENSIONS
CG363MLDNGB1, CG363MLNGB1

Clearance and cabinetry dimensions
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Cutout dimensions

Cutout measuring 2” x 20” (50 x 500mm) 
for air intake grill. Ensure air can easily 
enter the area around the base of the 
product from the room in which the 
product is installed.
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